
 
 
 
„The well traveled coin‰ 
 
 
The day was coming to a close.  It was a Friday afternoon here at the office.  Some people had left early to 
get a jump on the late June weekend.  It was rather quiet.  I think most of my customers were preparing for 
the weekend, too.  I happened to reach into my pants pocket to find a solitary coin.  I pulled it out to 
discover that it was a nickel, circa 1954.   
 
That nickel, like me, has been around awhile.  I was born one year earlier in 1953.  I know the name of the 
hospital where I was born.  It was Tripler Army Hospital in Honolulu, Hawaii.  This was when Hawaii was 
still a territory of the U.S. and not yet a state.  That fact makes 1953 seem even more distant.  Nickels, 
unlike pennies, dimes, and quarters do not have the identifying initial of the mint stamped on them.  I 
could not tell you where this 1954 nickel was „born‰ or minted.  Thus began the mystery. 
 
For some reason, this particular coin captured my attention, enough so, that I did not toss it into the large 
glass coin jar when I got home that day.  Instead, it sits on my dresser.  I expect it will eventually join the 
other coins in that jar.  When the jar is half full IÊll take it to the bank to have the coins counted on the 
high-speed counting machine, then, converted to paper cash.  It never ceases to amaze me how much 
money all of those coins actually add up to.  ItÊs like „found‰ money or a surprise check.   
 
Until the day arrives when this 1954 nickel joins the other coins in the jar, IÊll keep it separate while 
pondering its history.  I stopped by the offices of several of my associates that afternoon to show them this 
nickel.  We discussed who might have been the first person to ever handle this coin.  What was the first 
purchase made involving this nickel?  It certainly had more buying power in 1954 than now in 2009.  On 
itÊs own, I expect it could have bought a variety of different candies, lemonade at a stand, perhaps a ticket 
to a show, or even an ice cream cone.  Today, it wouldnÊt even pay the sales tax on a one- dollar purchase.  
The nickel is considered by many to be a nuisance coin – big, heavy, and worthless.   
 
How many hands did this nickel fall into?  How many piggy banks contained this nickel and were later 
broken to dispense the contents for a special purchase?  Was this nickel ever in the ante of a poker game?  
Did it ever pass through the hands of crooks and criminals?  How many vending machines accepted this 
nickel as payment?  IÊll bet kids carefully handled this nickel over the years while counting their „riches‰ to 
see if they had enough money for those baseball cards or baseball cap or some such thing. 
 
One of my associates wondered how many times was this nickel lost, then found?  The queries are endless 
when considering the history and travels of this particular coin from 1954.  It was fun talking about it, 
asking questions, and pondering its well-traveled history.  One question raised another.  One thought 
provoked another while one suggestion prompted another.  All of this discussion brought about by a single 
coin, a nickel, dated 1954.   
 
What about you and me?  Unlike this nickel, with it mysterious source, I would daresay that the majority of 
us have some idea where we came from, where we were born.  There are records to substantiate that fact.  
My old, black and white, cellophane birth certificate is safely tucked away in my safe deposit box at the 
bank.  I have a photocopy of it at home.  ItÊs interesting to look at once in awhile.  How about our history, 
our travels, our experiences?  Unlike this nickel, each of us may have our life journey documented in 
photographs, yearbooks, letters, school papers, report cards, and all sorts of other „miscellaneousness‰.  
IsnÊt that a fun word?   
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ItÊs important to take the time to remember our past, or, as much of it as we can recall.  Who were the first 
people to touch us in the beginning of our lives?  Who else touched our lives along the way?  How many 
times were we lost, then, found?  Have we ever thanked those people who made a difference in our lives; 
who steered us in the right direction? Again, the queries are endless. 
 
 
Each one of us, regardless of our age or physical condition, still retains their original value.  That never 
diminishes as it did with the nickel.  There may be people whoÊd like us to believe that our worth has 
lessened with time.  Some people in our society may be looked upon as nuisances, just like the nickel. 
What others think really doesnÊt matter in the end, does it?  They, like us, must answer to God when all is 
said and done.  Time and time again, He reminds all of us how much he loves us, values us, and cares 
about us, regardless of our history and travels.   
 
When I first saw that nickel from 1954, I didnÊt see a worthless coin.  I saw a coin with an interesting history 
that has real value.  IÊm hoping that God will look at me, Marty, born in 1953, as a guy with an interesting 
history, both good and bad, that still has value to be added with the other valuable „coins‰ in Heaven 
someday.  Since IÊve already asked Him to do that, IÊm confident thatÊs where IÊll be. 
 
How about you?  Where will you end up? 
 
 
 


